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Being set up under the moniker of
Morbid Mind in 1998, both members (InqUest and Blackend)
changed the name in 2003 into Larva. The line-up
line
of the
band changed throughout the years while 2 albums have
previously been released. The Spanish band now joined the
Hungarian Advoxya Records to release their 3rd full length
album. The least I can say is that Larva doesn’t compose the
classical and cliché like dark electronic music. It sounds a bit
like they found their inspiration in the complex fields of a
pioneer like The Klinik or yet Mortal Constraint that was
active in the early nineties. But their sound isn’t like a typical
t
emulation of the aforementioned bands neither out of time.
Larva perfectly mixes their influences with a more up to date
approach resulting in a fast driven tempo, harsh sounds and
brute beats. The songs are sung in the English and Spanish
language. Two songs emerge from the tracklist. First there’s
the definitely dark EBM-minded
minded “The Devil Inside Of Me”,
which sounds like a cool offspring between Klinik and Mortal
Constraint with some spooky vocals on top. Next comes the
“Porphyrie”-track, which sounds
nds like another link to the
Klinik-al
al bleeps of Klinik. The cold bleeps are definitely a
trademark of the Larva sound. “Coat Hanger Abortion” is
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another cut in a similar line. The harsh Spanish vocals are
really convincing on pieces like “Hienas” and “Mutilación
“Mut
Interior”. Larva is a band that for sure strives for a wider
recognition and this album will be a good weapon to help
them.
(DP:7)DP.
Band: www.larvas.net / www.myspace.com/larvasp
Label: www.advoxya-records.com / www.
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